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Humanity’s Oldest Questions

What is reality? What is our purpose? Does
anything I perceive truly exist? Does mankind
have free will? Is there a world beyond my
senses? Are other people real and conscious like
I am? If I were dreaming, how would I know?



The Atlas Foundation is using cutting-edge
science to find these answers, and more.



We believe the world is...
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...We’re going to prove it!



We propose building a detailed and incredibly
high-powered artificial intelligence, capable
of simulating and accurately predicting even
the most chaotic systems in existence.



If our theory is right …

Theory A

A sufficiently complex sub-simulation would require 
access to more resources than are available to our 
universe

This would cause a detectable slowdown in our own 
universe



If our theory is right …

Theory B

Our own simulation is of limited complexity

So a sub-simulation would be able to achieve identical 
complexity, and perfectly predict reality as it happens —
or before 



Our family of companies

Echo: artificial intelligences capable of self-tuning models of 
unprecedented complexity

Myriad: a computing platform that scales to be as complex as the 
universe itself

Multiverse: the knowledge and equipment to detect changes in 
the fabric of reality



Our work has already begun

Our early intelligences can…

Predict robotic coin flips perfectly

Win any strategy game against any opponent

Pass a text-only Turing test



Live Demonstration
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We are actively looking for researchers and
investment partners. If you'd like to contribute to
the most important work in the world, speak to
us after this session.



Thank you
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